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Noise Engineering Incus Iteritas Alia

Modular synthesizer company Noise Engineering, known for their innovative

Eurorack modules, has announced three additions to their Alia oscillator platform:

Ataraxic Iteritas Alia, Cursus Iteritas Alia, and Incus Iteritas Alia. In 2023, Noise

Engineering released the 10HP Alia platform, marking the return of their Iteritas

oscillators. Alia launched with the famed Basimilus Iteritas firmware, along with

Manis Iteritas and the new Debel Iteritas, but the team promised firmwares in the

near future.

Now, Noise Engineering has delivered, doubling the number of firmwares available

for Alia. Cursus Iteritas Alia and Ataraxic Iteritas Alia are revamped versions of the

originals, promising to sound nearly identical to the originals with improved encoder

tuning, a suboscillator output, and a performable Hold button. Incus Iteritas Alia is

an all-new voice based around wavemorphing additive FM, designed for percussive

and melodic sound design.
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Since Alia is an oscillator platform, owners of existing Alias can try out all three of

the new firmwares on their modules. Firmware is 100% free and swappable at any

time from the Noise Engineering Customer Portal. With six firmwares now available

for the platform, the Alia is an excellent choice for those who want an incredibly

diverse yet compact sound source in their system. Swappable overlays for all

firmwares are also available from the Noise Engineering webshop and retailers

around the world.

The new Incus Iteritas Alia is an exciting addition to the lineup, utilizing Noise

Engineering’s favorite synthesis tricks and techniques to create a new voice

boasting a massive range of timbres. Sounds are created with a combination of

additive, wavemorphing, and FM synthesis, with three different algorithms all

controlled by an internal dynamics envelope. Users familiar with the Basimilus will

find that Incus has a similar workflow, and while it can synthesize the best parts of a

drum kit, it’s also well-suited to bass and melodic duties.

As usual for their platforms, all of the new firmwares are available as paneled

modules, so customers can choose the panel they prefer. Ataraxic Iteritas Alia,

Cursus Iteritas Alia, and Incus Iteritas Alia are available now at the website below

and at retailers globally.

www.noiseengineering.us
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